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The FirmTM Experience

THE NEW GOLD
STANDARD

WORKSTATION
FOR FACIAL

REJUVENATION
TREATMENTS

Ellen  - Patient
“The results I received for skin laxity are great. My face looks tighter, 
healthy and has a natural glow, which is wonderful. The treatment 
didn’t take long and it wasn’t uncomfortable either. It defi nitely 
has become my favourite treatment option. I would absolutely 
recommend FirmFX™ to anyone.” 

Hathairat - Patient
“I have just had my second Venus Viva treatment, and my results
are even more fantastic than after the first treatment. I have had
noticeable improvement of my acne scars and visible decrease
in the size of my pores. My skin has become more even with
healthier complexion and smother texture. I was also surprised
to finally have a treatment that also reduced my post acne redness.
The treatment was very tolerable even without numbing cream
and I have healed completely within a few days.

Viva is for everyone
Read why patients love it

Faith - Patient
“I think my pimples dry up and only a few are coming out”
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TRANSFORMING THE TREATMENT EXPERIENCE
Venus Concept is once again creating new standards for innovative 
devices and treatment methods for facial rejuvenation solutions that 
deal with skin laxity, texture, lines and wrinkles. 

Venus Viva™ is an all-in-one desktop delivering impressive efficacy 
through NanoFractional Radio Frequency™ (RF) and one-of-a-kind 
SmartScan™ technology, which will expand your clinic services 
with impressive results, increase patient satisfaction and a provide 
a solid return on investment.

   Largest variable treatment area in the industry

 Unique pattern selection technology

 Superior RF depth penetration

 Consistent selectional dermal heating

 Controlled coagulation and ablation ability

 Portability and ease of use

 Immediate and long term results 

 Increased treatment options with multi-applicators 

Real ablative RF technology

Venus Viva™ is safe for all skin types and operates with the revolutionary NanoFractional RF™ and SmartScan™ technology 
that allows heated zone density control and unique pattern generation.

NanoFractional RF™ and SmartScan™ technology is delivered through 160 pins per tip with up to 7.5J/cm  (more than 2.5 times
of competetive products), and a smaller footprint per pin (150x20 Microns) resulting in minimal downtime due to micro wound.

The state-of-the-art patented tip technology with 1000 pulses and a phenomenal depth of penetration of up to 240 microns of ablation
and more than 400 microns of dermal heating, provides varying energy density enabling full control of ablation, coagulation
and deep dermal heating of the tissue, resulting in homogeneous skin resurfacing with minimal discomfort.  
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NANOFRACTIONAL RF™  & SMARTSCAN – THE NEW GOLD STANDARD ™

DIAMONDPOLAR™

The DiamondPolar applicator provides a non-invasive skin tightening treatment, safe for all skin types, for 
the face, neck and hard to reach body areas. The applicator utilizes the proven (MP)² technology combining 
Multi-Polar RF and Pulsed Magnetic Fields. Providing no pain, no downtime or discomfort, the applicators 
unique electrode placement can treat around the eyes, along the jowls and other smaller body parts to 
smooth skin, wrinkles and fine lines.

DiamondPolar™  Handpiece

Pre-progammed settings make treatments easy

EASE OF USE AND OPERATOR COMFORT
The Venus Viva™, an all-in-one desktop, is completely portable and ergonomically 
designed with easy to use hand pieces that provide precise and accurate 
treatment areas, allowing both the operator and patient to be comfortable. 
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Intuitive software and auto-repeat features

Pre-programed or fully customizable treatment settings

Full control of treatment parameters – power and pulse duration 

Greater control of ablation vs. coagulation ratio 

No return pads due to its pztented scanning technology 

No limitations to treatment size or region 

Operators can maximize session times

™  technology. 

Venus Viva™  Handpiece

The Venus Viva™ ™ 

a small pin footprint, any operator can treat the entire face and neck on all skin types; to reduce 
wrinkles, fine lines, smoothen skin texture and appearance.

VENUS VIVA™

With impressive multiple pattern options to fit individual treatment needs, a large spot size and 
with SmartScan  applicator utilizes superior NanoFractional RF

Venus Viva™  Tip

Venus Viva™  Footprint

SmartScan™

State-of-the-art patented tip technology with 1000 pulses 

Ablative RF and selectional dermal heating

Smaller footprint per pin (150x20 Microns) creating micro-wounds for shorter downtime  

Maximum coverage with minimal pain 

Unique Patten Generator

Pattern generator through unique algorithm 
enables maximum flexibility during treatment 

Energy delivered to each pin individually

Uniform post treatment tissue appearance and 
minimal down time

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY DELIVERED IN A  
BUSINESS MODEL THAT MAKES SENSE
 Minimal disposable costs

 Unmatched customer service

 Industry leading warranty program

 Advanced clinic finder and marketing support

 Ongoing clinical training

  Industry leading upgrade path to the latest technology

Having researched the treatment options for removing 
winkles and fine lines on my face, I’m thrilled that I 
decided to have the Venus Viva™ treatment. The results 
are fantastic and with no pain and minimal downtime, I 
was happy to have completely healed within a few days.”  
– Angela, Venus Viva™ Patient

“ The results I received for skin laxity are great. My face 
looks tighter, healthy and has a natural glow, which is 
wonderful. The treatment didn’t take long and it wasn’t 
uncomfortable either. It definitely has become my 

favourite treatment option. I would absolutely recommend  
Venus Viva™ to anyone.” – Ellen, Venus Viva™ Patient

WHAT PATIENTS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE VENUS VIVA™  


